We examine the effect of van der Waals (vdW) interactions between atomic force microscope tips and individual carbon nanotubes (CNTs) supported on SiO 2 . Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations reveal how CNTs deform during atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement, irrespective of the AFM tip material. The apparent height of a single-(double-) walled CNT can be used to estimate its diameter up to ~2 nm (~3 nm), but for larger diameters the CNT cross-section is no longer circular. Our simulations were compared against CNT dimensions obtained from AFM measurements and resonant Raman spectroscopy, with good agreement for the smaller CNT diameters. In general, AFM measurements of large-diameter CNTs must be interpreted with care, but the reliability of the approach is improved if knowledge of the number of CNT walls is available, or if additional verification (e.g., by optical techniques) can be obtained.
Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have generated much interest due to their extraordinary mechanical and electrical properties. Numerous efforts have used CNTs as building blocks of nanoelectronic devices such as transistors, switches and wires. Unlike semiconductor nanowires, CNTs do not have sharp edges or dangling bonds, thus presenting much higher carrier mobility and thermal conductivity [1] [2] [3] . CNTs can also be used as building blocks in nanosensors, nanocomposites and other nano-electro-mechanical (NEMS) devices and nanostructures [4] [5] [6] [7] . The CNT diameter strongly affects many of its properties such as band gap [8] , carrier mobility [9] , contact resistance [10] , and stiffness [11] . The most common method of measuring the diameter of a CNT on a substrate is by atomic force microscopy (AFM), and the most common substrate used in practice is amorphous SiO 2 , thermally grown on Si wafers [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
AFM measurements determine the CNT diameter by sampling the "height" of the CNT on the substrate; however when placed on SiO 2 or other solid substrates, the CNT cross-section can deform due to van der Waals (vdW) interactions between the carbon atoms and the substrate [3, 12, [18] [19] [20] . Thus, a central question in such measurements is how to interpret the AFM topography of individual CNTs [21] [22] [23] [24] , while taking into account the deformation of CNTs due to vdW interactions both with the substrate and with the AFM tip. This work focuses on answering this important issue through detailed molecular dynamics simulations and comparison with experimental measurements. The results obtained herein should be helpful in interpreting AFM measurements of CNTs and in designing and properly evaluating future CNT-based devices.
Simulation method
To study the deformation of CNTs due to various interactions we conducted molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Several different types of interactions were considered: the covalent bonding between the carbon atoms in CNTs, the vdW interactions between the CNT and the substrate, and the vdW interactions between the CNT and the AFM tip. The neighboring carbon atoms within CNTs form covalent sp 2 C-C bonds, modeled with the empirical bond order Tersoff-Brenner potential [25] which has been well characterized and extensively used by many researchers [26] [27] [28] [29] . The C-C interactions are taken to occur only when the atoms are within the cut-off radius of each other, taken as r c ≈ 2.5 Å in our simulations.
When CNTs are placed on a substrate, they deform due to the vdW interactions between the carbon atoms and the SiO 2 substrate material. As a result, their cross-sectional profile no longer remains circular, as found in several previous studies [3, 12, [18] [19] [20] . The CNT-SiO 2 substrate vdW potential used in our calculations is derived elsewhere [20] , but repeated here for completeness:
where [30] 
Furthermore, the non-neighboring carbon atoms in the CNTs that are outside the cut-off radius of the covalent bond may still interact with each other by vdW forces when the interatomic distance is sufficiently close. We model such interactions via a standard Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential
with the following parameters [31] :
The equilibrium cross-section of several single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs) on SiO 2 is shown in Fig. 1(a) , where each ring represents the cross-section of a singlewalled CNT of a particular diameter. The inner (blue) rings represent the equilibrium shapes of CNTs with diameters D < 2.2 nm. In this regime, we find that the elastic energy due to relatively large intrinsic curvature of the CNTs is dominant. The outer (red) rings represent the equilibrium shapes of CNTs with diameters D > 2.2 nm. In this regime, the CNTs deform more as seen by their flattened cross-sections. For such large diameters the maximum curvature (which occurs at the left and right sides of the cross-section) is nearly constant, and the CNT shape is governed by the vdW interactions with the substrate.
The two distinct regions are also noted in Fig. 1(b) , which reveals a bilinear relationship between the maximum curvature in a deformed CNT and inverse of its diameter (1/D). For D > 2.2 nm (1/D < 0.45 nm -1 ) the maximum curvature of a CNT on SiO 2 substrate changes very slowly with the inverse diameter as shown by the nearly horizontal (red) line segment. However, for CNTs with D < 2.2 nm the maximum curvature begins to scale proportionally with 1/D (slanted blue line), indicating that CNTs on SiO 2 maintain a nearly circular cross-section in this regime. This bilinear dependence in turn gives rise to a bilinear relationship between the height (and to a lesser degree the width) and the diameter of the CNTs, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The width is defined here as the longest possible inscribed horizontal line within a CNT. The width changes almost linearly with the CNT diameter, whereas the height is distinctively bilinear with respect Nano Res. 2012, 5(4): 235-247 237 to D. Similar behaviors are predicted by our simulation results for a double-walled CNT on SiO 2 substrates as shown in Fig. 1(d) , with the "deflection point" occurring at a larger CNT diameter.
In order to compare the calculated CNT profiles with experimental results measured by AFM, we then calculate the CNT cross-sections as an AFM tip of given radius is moved across the CNT. Since the radius of curvature of AFM tips (typical range R T ≈ 2-20 nm) is usually comparable to or larger than the CNT diameter (D ≈ 0.7-4 nm for single-walled CNTs), the trace profile of the AFM tip will not conform to the shape of CNTs. Instead, the trace profile of the AFM tip will in general be of roughly the same height (H) as that of the CNT but much larger in width (W AFM ). If one does not take into account the CNT-AFM tip interaction and its resulting deformation of the CNT (i.e., for perfectly rigid CNTs), such AFM tip trace profiles can be obtained analytically based on simple geometrical considerations [32] , e.g., W AFM ≈ 2(2R T h) 1/2 . In experiments, the AFM tip interacts with the CNT as it moves across it through vdW forces. Such interactions, in turn, cause deformation in the CNTs being imaged, in both contact and tapping modes [33] . To determine the relationship between the AFM tip trace profile and the true dimensions of a CNT, we conduct MD simulations by taking into account the full interactions of the AFM tip and the CNT. We model the tip-CNT interaction with a simplified vdW potential, i.e., the standard Lennard-Jones potential as in Eq. (2) where ε is an energy parameter, σ is a length parameter given in Eqs. (2) and (4), and r is the interatomic distance. We consider parabolic-shaped diamond AFM tips, but similar conclusions can be reached for AFM tips of different shapes and materials. If the parabolic AFM tip is defined by f (x, y) = (x 2 + y 2 )/2R T [32] , the collective vdW interaction per C atom can be approximated as
where 
and (k, h) are the horizontal distance and depth of C atoms under the AFM tip, respectively (h and k = 0 at the apex of the AFM tip). We note that this integral tends to give lower estimates of the total interaction potential, ignoring local spikes of closely positioned atoms. This integral cannot be evaluated analytically and should be treated numerically. However, if the lower bound of the z integral is changed to zero, i.e., a flat AFM tip, an analytical formula exists [20] :
This result indicates that in general the potential is highly localized and is non-zero only in the close vicinity of the AFM surface. The integral in Eq. (5) may be evaluated numerically via partitioning the integration domain into volumetric elements and carrying out a standard Gauss integration as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . The inset of Fig. 2 plots the collective van der Waals potential map around an AFM tip on a cross section, i.e., it is a color-contour of V vdW /4εn where V vdW is obtained via Eq. (5). This indeed shows that the integral is non-zero only in a narrow band around the tip surface. This observation allows us to use an approximate, localized potential between AFM tips and CNTs for the simulations in this work, with the form:
where A = 1.645 Å 3 , B = 14 Å 3 , α = 9 and  = 3.288 are fitting parameters chosen to match the numerical data, as shown by the fit in Fig. 2 for diamond AFM tips. In this model, h is the closest perpendicular distance to the surface of the AFM tip from any point in space and n is the atomic density of diamond. If instead of diamond we consider silicon AFM tips, the parameters are [34]   employed throughout this work, dramatically increasing the efficiency of the simulations.
In both experiment and simulations we need to apply a small downward compressive force on the tip at all times to ensure the stability of the AFM scan. When scanning a solid surface the magnitude of this force is insignificant. However, for deformable surfaces such as CNTs, the magnitude of the compressive force will affect the result. In the current simulations, we apply a compressive force ranging from 0.1 nN (extremely small) to 10 nN. It should be noted that these forces are small, such that the deformations of the substrate and tip are negligible in our simulations. Additional, exhaustive discussion of our AFM parameters is given in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM). Figure 3 shows typical simulations of single-walled CNT shapes at different stages as the AFM tip moves across their surface. For illustrative purposes we choose a large (45,45) SWCNT (~6.17 nm in diameter) on the SiO 2 substrate, which is the upper diameter limit at which SWCNTs have been fabricated and observed [35, 36] . Figure 3(a) shows the shape of a SWCNT when the AFM tip is sufficiently far away such that the interactions between the AFM tip and CNT are negligible. Figures 3(b) -3(d) depict the CNT shape as the AFM tip moves across it (also see the detailed shapes of the deformed CNT and the movies in the ESM). These pictures clearly show that, because of the vdW interactions between the AFM tip and CNT as well as the deformability of the CNT, an indentation forms in the CNT near the location of the AFM tip. The degree of the indentation depends on the magnitude of the compressive force on the AFM tip and the diameter of the CNT. However, it is noted that, even with zero compressive force on the AFM tip, an indentation still forms if the CNT is sufficiently flexible, i.e., of large enough diameter. This indentation occurs because the attractive vdW interaction between carbon atoms and the AFM tip can draw the tip "into" the CNT until the elastic resistance of the tube balances the attractive force. Such attractive interactions are evident in Figs. S-1(b) and S-1(d) and in the movies (in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM)) at the moment when the AFM tip just starts to contact the CNT and when it departs from the CNT. Figure 4 (a) shows the trace profiles of several AFM tips with different radii over a (20, 20) CNT of diameter D  2.7 nm when the tip-CNT interaction is not accounted for (i.e., a perfectly rigid CNT). Here we assume that the AFM tip is in perfect contact with the CNT as well as with the substrate, i.e., the distance between them is zero. It is clear that the height "measured" by the AFM tip trace profile, H, can accurately represent the true height of the CNT. However the width "measured" by the AFM tip trace profile, W AFM is much larger than the true width of the CNT, W. Although highly simplified, this result nevertheless serves to illustrate that the measured width of CNTs from AFM images cannot be used to characterize the dimension of CNTs. Figure 4(c) shows the effect of the compressive force on the magnitude of (20, 20) CNT deformation along with some of the deformed intermediate configurations of these nanotubes. Since large diameter SWCNTs are extremely compliant in the radial direction, small compressive forces can cause large radial deformations and may even lead to full collapse, as discussed further below.
Simulation results
Using numerical simulations, we can now quantitatively examine the relationship between the CNT height measured by AFM and the true CNT diameter. Figure 5 (a) compares the simulated results for AFM measurements of single-walled CNTs heights on a perfectly flat silica substrate. In these simulations, the equilibrium distance between the AFM tip and the substrate is assumed to be 2.7 Å which is the contact distance of carbon atoms on a silica substrate from our model. The actual height of a CNT on substrate is a monotonically increasing function of the nanotube diameter. However, when the CNT-AFM tip vdW interaction is taken into account, the apparent height of the CNT measured from the AFM tip trace is no longer the true CNT height. In particular, for CNTs with D < ~2.0 nm, the AFM measurements should be very close to the actual CNT height; for CNTs with D > ~2.0 nm, however, the measured height data could be notably lower than the real height of the CNTs. Furthermore, there does not seem to be a one-to-one relationship between these two values, and one must be careful in interpreting the actual diameter of the CNT from AFM measurements alone, particularly for CNTs with D > 2 nm.
Our simulations also indicate that the AFM tip material (i.e., using a different interatomic potential) and the temperature do not play major roles in the behavior discussed above (more detailed information on this issue is provided in the ESM, see Figs. S-2 and S-4). On the other hand, the number of walls of the CNT has significant effects on the CNT height measurements. Figure 5(b) compares the true height of double-walled CNTs (DWCNTs) and the height that is measured by a diamond AFM tip. The diameter of a DWCNT is defined as the diameter of the outermost shell in the circular state. The inner shell is a CNT whose radius is ~3.4 Å (the graphite interlayer distance) smaller than the outer shell. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , DWCNTs are less compliant in the transverse direction than SWCNTs, and therefore their AFM height reading is expected to be closer to the true diameter of these nanotubes for D < ~3.0 nm. Consequently, we expect the accuracy of diameter measurements from AFM "height" to be further improved for multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) with three or more shells, which suffer less deformation when placed on solid substrates. Our simulation results also reveal that there may be a relative rotation between the two shells of the DWCNTs as the AFM tip moves across the tube (see [33] . Figure 5 (c) compares the results of AFM tip measurements of the width of different SWCNTs over a perfectly flat silica substrate. The true width of a CNT is almost a linear function of the nanotube diameter. The apparent width of the CNT is highly dependent on the radius and shape of the AFM tip, but in general, it is much larger than the true CNT width. However, because of the one-to-one relationship between these two quantities, such measurements may be used to estimate the CNT dimensions from the AFM width measurements. To obtain truly accurate information about CNTs from AFM measurements, however, it is necessary to have the height and width measured by AFM as well as knowledge of the AFM tip radius and the number of walls of the CNT. The number of walls of CNTs may be obtained, for instance, by the experimental nano-indentation method employed in Ref. [37] . However, in practice, such complete a priori knowledge is generally unavailable, and thus the AFM measurements of CNTs must be carefully interpreted.
Finally, Fig. 5(d) illustrates the quantitative variation of the measured height of CNTs as a function of compressive force on the SWCNT. It is evident from these curves that compressive force has an important role in the height profile measurements, and it can further complicate the interpretation of AFM height measurements. The height vs. diameter relationship is highly non-linear in the presence of downward loads, and therefore, the height data cannot be effectively utilized to deduce diameter information under these conditions. According to our simulations, downward forces as small as 5 nN can cause the CNTs to locally collapse under the AFM tip if the CNT diameter is larger than a certain value. In very large diameter SWCNTs, the collapse may propagate along the entire length of the nanotube. There could also be dynamical effects of the tapping mode as well as the effect of air, photoresist and substrate roughness that also need to be taken into account. These effects are not readily accessible for theoretical quantification, but as discussed in the subsequent sections, they may play a role in AFM experiments.
Comparison with experiments
We compared our numerical results with experimental measurements of CNTs on SiO 2 by AFM and by resonant Raman spectroscopy, another method used to estimate CNT diameters in practice [38] [39] [40] [41] . Singlewalled CNTs were grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) from Fe catalyst on an SiO 2 (90 nm)/Si substrate and electrically connected with Ti/Pd contacts [42] . The height of the CNTs on the substrate was measured using an Asylum AFM with a silicon tip of radius ~10 nm, in air. The tapping mode scan was performed with a scan speed of 2 μm/s and a scan size of 1 μm × 1 μm [34] . A typical image for one CNT is shown in Fig. 6(a) . There is some error to this measurement coming from the surface roughness of the oxide substrate (Δ ~ 3 Å). The CNT height values were obtained by taking averages from seven scan readings at different regions of the CNT. Both AFM and Raman measurements were carried out after the CNTs had been annealed at 300 °C in vacuum (~10 -5 Torr) for >1 hour to remove surface contaminants such as residual photoresist. Nevertheless, some surface adsorbates cannot be avoided as the AFM and Raman measurements were all performed in room-temperature ambient air.
For comparison, the actual diameters of several single-walled CNTs were also measured using resonant Raman spectroscopy with a He-Ne laser wavelength of 633 nm. A typical scan setting is 16 accumulations of 90 s long scans using ~2 mW power. Using the radial breathing mode (RBM) peak shown in Fig. 6(b) , the diameter of the CNT can be obtained from
where C e = 0.065 nm -2 accounts for the environmental effect of the SiO 2 substrate [39, 41] , A = 227 cm -1 nm is the proportionality constant from elasticity theory, D is in nm, and ω RBM is in cm -1 . The Raman G peak (discussed below) was also used as an alternative approach to estimate the CNT diameter. Figure 7 compares the CNT heights measured by AFM with the diameters estimated from the Raman measurements, along with additional values from the literature [43, 44] . In general, we note that the AFM measurements tend to under-predict the actual diameter of the CNT, as suggested by the simulations in the previous sections.
Discussion and recommendations
The results of this work suggest that, while AFM measurements remain the most convenient method for estimating the diameters of substrate-supported CNTs, the numerical data must be carefully interpreted. For single-walled CNTs supported by an atomically-smooth substrate the CNT diameter information obtained from AFM is generally expected to be reliable up to diameters D ~ 2 nm, whereas for double-walled CNTs (which are stiffer) this limit is extended up to D ~ 3 nm. An uncertainty of 0.3-0.8 nm exists around these ranges due to SiO 2 roughness and surface contamination as described below.
In practice, AFM measurements on CNTs are most commonly performed in air, where water, photoresist, and other surface contaminants can alter the measured results (and are difficult to include in our MD simulations). Even if these were eliminated, the effect of substrate surface roughness (Δ ~ 3 Å for the amorphous SiO 2 substrate tested above) lends some Figure 7 (a) Single-walled CNT dimensions measured by AFM (i.e., apparent "height" H AFM ) versus those extracted from their Raman RBM measurements (see text). Blue circles indicate our data, red triangles indicate points take from the literature, and the dashed line is generated from our MD simulations (the same as in Fig. 5(a) with vdW interactions). (b) Table comparing the apparent height of CNTs measured by AFM (H AFM ) and simulated with molecular dynamics (H MD ) for diameters that were characterized with Raman spectroscopy using the RBM (D RBM ) and G peak splitting (D G ) method (see text). The estimated CNT chirality is also provided by comparing the RBM and G peak splitting diameter to the Kataura plots [41, 43, 52] . Values which are measured or generated for this study correspond to the RBM peaks from Fig. 6(b) . The values from Refs. [43] and [44] are marked by * and † respectively. For CNTs with a large diameter, the AFM measurement tends to give a lower value than the more accurate diameter measured by Raman spectroscopy uncertainty to the measured diameters. For instance, Ishigami et al. [45] found that the single-layer graphene height fluctuation on SiO 2 as measured by AFM is ~8 Å before and ~3 Å after cleaning of photoresist residue in an argon/hydrogen atmosphere at 400 °C . Moreover, the imaged height of a graphene layer on SiO 2 was ~9 Å in air and ~4.2 Å in vacuum, with the latter more closely comparable to the interlayer spacing in graphite of 3.4 Å. While graphene tends to adhere [45] to the SiO 2 substrate and follow its corrugations, CNTs could span between microscopic valleys and hills, causing them to become "more circular" (and less flattened) than what has been calculated in this paper with a perfectly smooth substrate. There are also experimental reports [46] of the effect of a water meniscus on the behavior of AFMs and nanotubes which can affect the diameter measurement and interpretation. Such effects are difficult to model in a simple, generalized approach such as that presented here, but ought to be kept in mind as additional challenges in the interpretation of experimental data. However, we believe the computational results of this work provide insights into the mechanisms at play in AFM microscopy of CNTs on solid substrates and should lead to a better understanding for the design and analysis of carbonbased nanodevices and nanostructures.
Finally, we wish to briefly comment on approaches that are alternative or complementary to AFM for obtaining the true diameter of CNT devices. Among these, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been used to measure the diameter and number of CNT walls beginning with the initial studies of Iijima [47] . The challenge of TEM is that CNTs must be placed on ultra-thin, electronically transparent membranes, and it cannot be directly applied to typical CNT devices on common SiO 2 /Si substrates. Nevertheless, recent work has succeeded in combining in situ TEM and device studies [48] for some specialized test structures. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [49] can also be used to obtain the diameter of individual CNTs. However STM requires samples to be placed on a conducting substrate in ultra-high vacuum, thus preventing direct application to CNT devices which are typically on SiO 2 , sapphire or quartz. The STM measurements may also suffer from the same tip-sample interaction studied in this paper, as well as additional geometrical effects on the tunneling probabilities [50] .
Optical measurements offer another alternative, non-invasive approach for obtaining CNT diameters. These include three methods, photoluminescence (PL) [51, 52] , Rayleigh scattering [53, 54] , and resonant Raman spectroscopy [39, 55] . The restriction of PL is that it can only be used to measure semiconducting but not metallic CNTs. Rayleigh scattering and resonant Raman spectroscopy have the added benefit that they can be used to detect both metallic and semiconducting CNTs. The drawback of Rayleigh scattering is that, for individual CNT detection, environmental perturbations from the substrate significantly lower the signal to noise ratio, which requires the samples to be suspended, an undesirable configuration for device studies. Finally, Raman spectroscopy requires the CNT to be resonant with the laser excitation energy, but does not require the removal or special preparation of the substrate. In our studies described above, only approximately 1 in 10 CNTs displayed sufficient resonance with the laser energy to reveal a radial breathing mode (RBM). Such Raman measurements of RBMs are also limited by the cut-off filter present in Raman systems, allowing only detection of ω RBM > 100 cm -1 and thus restricting the measurable CNT diameter range to < 2.78 nm. In addition to the RBM, the G peak splitting between G + and G -modes also exhibits diameter dependence.
The G -mode Raman shift is given by the empirical relationship ω G -= B-C/D 2 cm -1 where D is in nm and the constant B = 1591 cm -1 refers to the unshifted G + mode. Here C is determined by the chirality (semiconducting or metallic) of the CNT. In our estimates we used the following values from the literature: C = 47.7 nm 2 /cm for semiconducting CNTs, and C = 79.5 nm 2 /cm for metallic CNTs [40] . However, while this relationship works well for semiconducting CNTs, it does not work as well for metallic CNTs, because of increased sensitivity to doping [56] , as can be seen in Fig. 7(b) .
